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A Millennial Methodology? Autoethnographic Research in Do-It-Yourself (DIY) 

Punk and Activist Communities 

Nathan Stephens Griffin and Naomi Griffin 

In a recent MailOnline article, CLEARY described millennials as "entitled, narcissistic, self-interested, unfocussed 

and lazy" (2017, n.p.). The language echoed DELAMONT's (2007) critique of autoethnography, an approach to 

research that examines the social world through the lens of the researcher's own experience (WALL, 2016), a 

form of academic "selfie" (CAMPBELL, 2017). We offer two case studies of autoethnographic projects, one 

examining punk, the other examining veganism. We highlight the challenges we faced when producing insider 

autoethnographic research, drawing a parallel with criticism frequently levelled at the so-called millennial 

generation, specifically notions of laziness and narcissism (TWENGE, 2014). We argue that though often 

maligned and ridiculed based on its perception as a lazy and narcissistic approach to research, autoethnography 

remains a valuable and worthwhile research strategy that attempts to qualitatively and reflexively make sense of 

the self and society in an increasingly uncertain and precarious world. Using case study evidence, we offer 

empirical support to WALL's (2016) call for a moderate autoethnography, which seeks a middle ground between 

analytic and evocative autoethnographic traditions. 

autoethnography; DIY; punk; activism; veganism; millennials 

1. Introduction 

Autoethnography examines the social world through the lens of the researcher's personal 

experience (WALL, 2016). SPRY (2001, p.710) defines it as a ‘self-narrative that critiques 

the situatedness of self with others', and ANDERSON (2006, p.375) highlights the “narrative 

presence” of the researcher in the autoethnographic text. In practice, this usually entails 

introspective first-person accounts of the research process, often including emotional, 

personal and self-conscious accounts of lived experience, rooted in a social, cultural and 

historical context (ELLIS & BOCHNER, 2000; HOLT, 2003). Despite its critics, 

autoethnography continues to grow in popularity (DELAMONT, 2013; EMMERICH, 2019; 

HURST et al., 2018; MUNCEY, 2010; WOODWARD, 2018). Whilst difficult to ascertain, it 

appears to be a particularly popular approach among PhD students (ATKINSON, 

DELAMONT & HOUSLEY, 2008; DENSHIRE, 2009; DOLORIERT & SAMBROOK, 2011; 

GRIFFIN, 2015; HAMOOD, 2016; STEPHENS GRIFFIN, 2015;,2017). Given the rapid 

encroachment of neoliberal values and audit culture within academia (SPARKES, 2007), the 

doctorate is perhaps becoming a last chance saloon for weird, risky, innovative, creative and 

challenging social science research, where post-doctoral opportunities skew towards safer, 

conventional, and politically neutral work. 

In this article, we provide a caveated defence of this popular but embattled research 

approach. To do this, two doctoral research projects are discussed as case studies. Each 

explored underground communities, in which we were participants, and each utilised 

autoethnography in different ways. The first example focussed on Do-It-Yourself (DIY) punk 

and other forms of cultural activism. The second examined veganism and animal advocacy 

from a situated vegan perspective. Autoethnography has been criticised from various 

quarters within the academy and beyond; it clearly sits in tension with more traditional, 

positivist research strategies, posing questions over rigour and validity (DOLORIERT & 

SAMBROOK, 2011), and wilfully breaking the rule that the scholarly work must always 

attempt to remain objective and dispassionate (CHARMAZ & MITCHELL, 1996). However, it 



has also been criticised by qualitative social-scientists, who worry it extends too far into 

solipsism (DELAMONT, 2013). It is also pertinent to note that autoethnography has been 

described as a punk method (ATFIELD, 2011). We provide our initial justification for the use 

of autoethnography in each project, explaining how it was used and outlining findings and 

conclusions. We then discuss some significant challenges faced when conducting 

autoethnographic research, drawing a deliberate parallel with common criticism of the so-

called millennial generation; these are split into two sections: Laziness and Narcissism. We 

address these two sections in turn (3.1 and 3.2), each beginning with a provocation based 

on a combination of comparable critiques millennials and autoethnographers have faced. 

These provocations are designed to help illustrate our thesis. We describe how we 

addressed these challenges. To conclude, we argue that autoethnography is a valuable and 

worthwhile approach within qualitative research. We echo WALL's (2016, p.1) call for a 

“moderate autoethnography”, that is, an approach to autoethnography which attempts to 

balance the positive potentiality of innovation, imagination, and the representation of diverse 

perspectives with the pragmatic necessity to sustain “confidence in the quality, rigor, and 

usefulness of academic research” arguing that this is achieved through ensuring 

autoethnographic work is ethical, analytical and theoretical. 

2. Autoethnography 

ELLIS, ADAMS & BOCHNER (2011, p.273) describe autoethnography as "an approach to 

research and writing that seeks to describe and systematically analyze personal experience 

(auto) in order to understand cultural experience (graphy) and personal experience (ethno)". 

Autoethnography, therefore, combines the principles of autobiography with ethnographic 

research techniques and is perhaps best understood as both an approach to, and product 

of, social research. It places the author within a project, providing a means of investigating 

the social world which is "grounded in everyday life" (PLUMMER, 2003, p.522). SPRY 

(2001, p.710) defines it as "a self-narrative that critiques the situatedness of self with others". 

It is research in which "the self and the field become one‟ (COFFEY, 2002, p.320). 

Autoethnography "accommodates subjectivity, emotionality, and the researcher's influence 

on research, rather than hiding from these matters or assuming they don't exist" (ELLIS, 

ADAMS & BOCHNER, 2011, p.2). Autoethnography, arguably, sits comfortably with 

MERTON's notion of "sociological autobiography", which he defines as "sociological 

perspectives, ideas, concepts, findings, and analytical procedures to construct and interpret 

a narrative text that purports to tell one's own history within the larger history of one's times" 

(1988, p.18 in STANLEY, 1993, p.43). 

In practice, under the banner autoethnography, research can encompass a myriad of 

approaches (ELLIS & ELLINGSON, 2008). ANDERSON (2006) identifies two traditions. The 

first and most dominant tradition is “evocative autoethnography”, which developed from a 

post-modern tradition and takes a descriptive literary approach. This is exemplified in ELLIS 

& BOCHNER's (2000, p.744 cited in ANDERSON, 2006, p.377) claim that within 

autoethnography "the mode of storytelling is akin to the novel or biography and thus 

fractures the boundaries that normally separate social science from literature ... the narrative 

text refuses to abstract and explain". This necessitates a critique of the kinds of realist 

epistemological assumptions that typically underpin ethnography and social science 

research. The second tradition attempts to reconnect autoethnography with these traditional 

principles of social science research. ANDERSON describes this tradition as “analytic 

autoethnography”, resting upon what would be typically understood as symbolic 



interactionist epistemological assumptions (2006, p.378). WALL (2016, p.2) succinctly 

summarises analytic autoethnography as "traditional ethnography with the personal 

commitments of the ethnographer made explicit". 

Building on ANDERSON's work, LEARMONTH & HUMPHREYS (2012) highlight the 

potential dangers associated with each tradition. For example, the assertion within evocative 

autoethnography that storytelling should supersede analysis, so that the power of the writing 

is not sacrificed in the name of rigour, carries a risk of dispensing with the very reflexivity that 

autoethnographic approaches seek to establish. Telling autoethnographic stories about 

personal goals and values, without an analytic sense of their social and cultural 

situatedness, can depoliticise the social world under investigation, indirectly establishing 

normative conceptions of objectivity and neutrality (ibid.). However, an over-riding concern 

for analysis has the potential to sacrifice the evocative power of autoethnographic writing 

(p.104). 

As DELAMONT (2009) suggests, it is useful in light of these debates to return to BECKER's 

(1967, p.239) classic challenge to social scientists: "Whose side are we on?" The question 

somehow simultaneously justifies, whilst also proscribes, autoethnography in practice. It 

challenges the idea that we can be objective in research, and therefore calls for sociologists 

to side with the oppressed and marginalised. Indeed, it follows MARX' assertion that 

philosophers have "only interpreted the world ... the point is to change it" (1845, p.15). In 

embracing subjectivity, we facilitate reflexive research. In embracing epistemological 

uncertainty, we look beyond the search for a singular understanding of truth and 

acknowledge messiness of the social world (LAW, 2004). But in embracing self-reflection 

and sacrificing rigour for creative writing, we risk silencing the voices of the very people 

Becker was asking us to side with. 

Focusing on the purpose of research, autoethnography can be a means to amplify marginal 

or misrepresented voices or experiences. RICHARDS (2008) argues that non-normative or 

abnormal lives are controlled in how they are written about. People who exist outside of 

dominant social norms (such as disabled people) are often represented inaccurately. For 

example, newspaper reporting of illness has a tendency to reduce individuals to the disease 

itself, instead of stories of how a disease has impacted on a person's life or biography 

(SULLIVAN, 1986 in RICHARDS, 2008). RICHARDS (2008, p.1726), argues that 

autoethnography is therefore suited to addressing this problem of representation, and can 

also open up academic accounts of particular groups and experiences to laypersons, 

particularly where an academic belongs to a marginal or non-normative group. 

Autoethnography also shares characteristics with research traditions within queer studies. 

Autoethnographic research and queer studies each entail a deliberate focus on fluidity, 

intersubjectivity and the particular, and each questions and challenges dominant hegemony 

and normative discourse (GIFFNEY & O'ROURKE, 2009; JONES & ADAMS, 2010). 

Furthermore, JONES & ADAMS (2010) have argued that autoethnography is a queer 

method. Both refuse received notions of orthodox methodologies and focus on fluidity, 

intersubjectivity and responsiveness to particularities (PLUMMER, 2005; RONAI, 1995). In 

addition, they both place selves at their centre, whilst acknowledging the fluidity of self and 

experience as well as a critical political stance, challenging normative discourses and the 

status quo (DENZIN, 2006: WARNER, 1993). 



Having established autoethnography as a methodological approach, the following section 

outlines two autoethnographic case studies. These case studies share commonalities, in that 

they each were conducted as part of multi-methods PhD projects, and each involved 

research on communities within which the researchers regarded themselves as insiders. 

However the case studies differ methodologically: the first case study on the topic of DIY 

punk reflects a more analytic approach (WALL, 2016), while the second, a study of 

veganism, takes a more evocative visual approach (ANDERSON, 2006).  

2.1 Understanding DIY punk as activism 

This project was an autoethnographic study of "Do It Yourself" (DIY) punk in North East 

England. It combined and integrated the disciplinary approaches of sociology, cultural 

studies and geography in a multi-methods research project. The autoethnographic approach 

adopted in this study aligns more closely with the analytic tradition summarised by WALL 

(2016, p.2) as "traditional ethnography with the personal commitments of the ethnographer 

made explicit". A criticism of autoethnography has been that there is a lack of detailed 

guidance within the literature on how to actually do it, with a tendency toward "highly 

abstract" instructions on methods (WALL, 2006, p.152). Clearly and explicitly stating the way 

methods were used allows other researchers to establish a more systematic and rigorous 

approach in adopting similar methods. This does not have to be prescriptive but instead can 

serve as a starting point for finding an autoethnographic approach that works depending on 

the context. 

For Naomi's project, the use of autoethnography involved turning the spotlight on herself as 

a researcher to develop a better understanding of herself in relation to the research and to 

strengthen her findings, rather than a research goal being an attempt for her to understand 

herself. In practice this involved keeping a reflective analytic research diary, detailing her 

embodied experiences during the research process, as well as her emotional reflections 

through the course of the fieldwork. This data was then presented in the form of a number of 

autoethnographic vignettes. Traditionally, vignettes are used as a means of eliciting 

qualitative data from participants (BRAUN & CLARKE, 2013). Instead, Naomi included 

vignettes based on her own autoethnographic reflections in the final write-up to better 

contextualise the study, for example, by providing a vignette of a typical DIY punk show she 

attended during her fieldwork. This follows closely with the analytic autoethnographic 

tradition of producing ethnographic with the personal reflections and standpoint of the 

ethnographer made explicit (WALL, 2016). 

The research explored the tactics that DIY punk participants employ in attempts to realise 

DIY ethics through the creation of DIY punk culture. DIY can be understood as an ethic, as 

well as a rallying call for autonomy and creativity, encouraging people to take political and 

cultural matters into their own hands. Participants are involved in the production of culture 

according to alternative criteria that the participants choose, for example, through art, crafts, 

music and literature. The project's findings supported an understanding of DIY as 

championing an inherently anti-capitalist ethic that critiques corporate culture industries, 

such as the mainstream music industry, refusing to let profit-motivated imperatives dictate 

what cultural products are available and who is able to access cultural opportunities (DALE, 

2009; HAENFLER, 2012; MOORE & ROBERTS, 2009). 



DIY, as an anti-capitalist ethic and movement, manifests in many forms and proponents of 

DIY employ innumerable political and cultural tactics. The research also explored the 

significance of community in a DIY punk context. A coherently definable punk community 

does not exist as community itself remains a contested concept (FURNESS, 2012; GRIFFIN, 

2012; O'CONNOR, 2008). However, the concept of a punk community remained meaningful 

to the research participants, even when participants highlighted its limitations. The research 

engaged with the concept of imagined communities (ANDERSON, 1991), through data 

analysis, proposing a definition which emphasises the importance of place, to account for 

DIY punk's complex geographies of space, global connections and local specificities. The 

research highlighted the complexity of cultural production and the interconnectedness of 

ethics, identity, community, and activism, which happen through DIY punk in multi-layered 

and multi-scalar ways. 

Naomi employed autoethnography, alongside ethnographic and interview methods. Due to 

her relationship with the field of study, and insider status as a punk participant, Naomi felt it 

important that she adopt a reflexive research strategy to interrogate her own positionality vis-

à-vis the research. In practice, this entailed keeping an autoethnographic research diary, 

alongside fieldwork notes, interview notes and transcriptions. Naomi used this diary to 

document the process of the research, identifying emerging themes, complications 

encountered, new avenues for exploration, and personal experiences, feelings and 

concerns. This facilitated reflection during the process of data gathering and further 

reflection at different stages of the research. The benefits of keeping a reflexive research 

diary include recording “practical difficulties, emotional and intellectual concerns, and 

feelings of cultural and academic guilt” (PUNCH, 2010, p.1). The diary helped Naomi work 

through some of the anxieties and dilemmas she confronted whilst doing intimate insider or 

reflexive research. 

As discussed, autoethnography differs from more traditional ethnography with its attention to 

self-reflection by the researcher, and by placing the researcher within the research (CHANG, 

2008). Here, Naomi reflected on her experiences as an active participant in the social 

phenomena that she was researching; she used observations, conversations and interviews, 

typically found in ethnography, but also included personal experiences and reflections in 

data collection. For example, Naomi used experiences of organising a show to support the 

findings of her observations and interviews. Still, her experiences were not at the centre of 

the data collection and analysis. Through her insider position, Naomi also developed 

techniques to utilise autoethnographic methods within a broader ethnographic approach to 

acknowledge and utilise the benefits that autoethnography can provide. This navigated the 

criticisms of autoethnography, by combining it with other ethnographic methods. Naomi was 

able to reflect on her own experience as part of a DIY punk scene, using these reflections to 

support her research. 

"I became interested in punk when I was about 14. After attending a few more 

corporate punk shows at larger venues, when I was a little older I discovered 

that regular hardcore punk shows were being held in my small town. These 

shows were held in a small community venue and were well attended. The 

shows would always get really raucous and were intensely exciting for me. 

Seeing something that seemed so wild and exciting happening in a town that I 

had always complained about being boring had a huge and long-lasting 

influence on me, and my relationship with the town. Since about the age of 17, I 



have been involved in organising shows" [Excerpt from Naomi's 

autoethnographic diary]. 

2.2 Understanding veganism 

The second project was a mixed multi-method study of veganism. It adopted a form of 

autoethnography that fits more closely into the tradition of evocative autoethnography 

(ANDERSON, 2006). Vegans eschew animal products like meat, dairy, eggs and leather for 

ethical reasons (STEPHENS GRIFFIN, 2017) and is an increasingly significant and visible 

social phenomenon. Since 2014 the number of vegans in the UK has quadrupled (from 

150,000 to 600,000) amounting to over half a million adherents (VEGAN SOCIETY, 2018). 

Veganism is also notable because of the scale and dominance of the system it seeks to 

reject (JOY, 2009). For example, over 1 billion animals are killed every year in UK 

slaughterhouses (VIVA!, 2013). Animal industries are so thoroughly embedded in almost 

every aspect of British daily life, it is difficult to imagine a world without them. And yet this is 

what vegans do. Academic research highlights a tendency for vegans to face hostility and 

ridicule (COLE & MORGAN, 2011; MACINNIS & HODSON, 2015). 

In this context, the project attempted to examine the experience of vegans from a reflexive, 

visual and biographical standpoint. Nathan explored the events and experiences that were 

significant in shaping the biographies of vegan animal advocates. He employed biographical 

interviews in which vegan participants had an opportunity to tell their life stories. He 

supplemented these lengthy interviews with visual methods and autoethnography. As well as 

being interviewed in depth about their experiences, participants were asked to produce 

comics about their lives. Comics are broadly defined, but can perhaps best be understood as 

a narrative juxtaposition of words and images, a form of sequential art (EISNER, 1985). In 

the study, comics were first used as a means of accessing visual and narrative accounts of 

veganism and vegan lives. O'NEILL & HARINDRANATH (2006) stress the importance of the 

visual to the field of biographical research, especially in representing the "unsayable". 

Biographical work, represented visually as well as textually, can help to illuminate the 

experience of individuals, and "bring us into contact with reality in ways we cannot forget" 

(O'NEILL & HARINDRANATH, 2006, p.49-50). This, in turn, can provide a forceful counter-

narrative to the hegemonic understandings of power and knowledge in society, and thus 

might allow the transgression of dominant understandings of veganism and animal 

advocacy, and potentially human-animal relations more broadly. 

The use of comics also allowed the project to experiment with their value and potential in 

social sciences. In addition to participants producing comics, Nathan produced his own 

autoethnographic comic based on his experiences as a vegan, and as an account of the 

autoethnographic research diary he kept during the fieldwork (see Figure 1). The creation of 

a comic aligns more closely with the evocative autoethnographic tradition in which "the mode 

of storytelling is akin to the novel or biography and thus fractures the boundaries that 

normally separate social science from literature ... the narrative text refuses to abstract and 

explain" (ELLIS & BOCHNER, 2000, p.744 cited in ANDERSON, 2006, p.377). In doing so, 

the comic inhabited a space between research document and a creative, storytelling 

document. In producing a comic, Nathan visually underlined his own subjectivity, as a vegan, 

conducting the research. It also allowed him to explore his own reflections on the project in a 

non-typical medium, producing insights and ideas that might otherwise be absent. 

Furthermore, the comic aimed to promote participation and collaboration between 



researcher and participants. Hence, everyone produced a comic, as a visual account of their 

veganism.  

Figure 1:  

 

The main research findings were that simple definitions often overlook the complex 

biographical and social dynamics of veganism. In contrast to the very fixed rules that 

veganism is often reduced to, as a practice vegan identity is necessarily fluid across social 

situations. Examples of this were the "coming out" narratives participants presented, which 

illustrated the stigma and hostility they faced when divulging their veganism to others. 

Participants move in and out of vegan identity in social interactions. The research also found 

that vegan identity is performed and achieved in various embodied ways and that these 

processes intersect with other social structures such as gender and sexuality. The research 

found that having access to positive cultural narratives about veganism was also significant 

in participants' experiences, especially in prompting their initial interest in and eventual 

adherence to veganism. Finally, the research found that despite some difficulties, comics 

can function as both a means of representing research, as well as a legitimate method in 

social research. 

3. Challenges of Autoethnography 

Having outlined two examples of the use of autoethnography in insider research projects, 

next we draw out some challenges associated with its use. We identify a conceptual link with 

dominant discursive understandings and criticisms of the millennial generation (TWENGE, 



2014). More specifically, we address the twin accusations of laziness and narcissism. We 

deliberately frame the discussion under these headings to enable us to later question 

whether autoethnography can be understood as a "millennial methodology". The challenges 

of this methodology are outlined with a recognition of criticisms levelled at the use of 

autoethnography, alongside suggestions for how these problems can be addressed. 

3.1 Laziness 

Provocation: Like the lazy millennial lying in bed all day scrolling through 

instagram on their iphones, watching Netflix on their laptops, never having 

known the true meaning of hard work, the autoethnographer is by definition the 

bone-idle social scientist ... 

A key criticism, made by DELAMONT (2009), is that autoethnography is lazy, both literally 

and intellectually. It allows the researcher to spend less time doing the difficult and time-

consuming labour of fieldwork, and more time in the comfort of their home thinking about 

themselves. Furthermore, from an intellectual perspective, it is more difficult and time-

consuming to theorise and parse data collected in the field from others, than it is to study 

oneself. Argued thus, the logic of the criticism is clear. 

However, this argument walks a tightrope in terms of arbitrating the labour of critical thought. 

Is simply thinking about something lazy? Is it more difficult to think about other people than 

oneself? The implicit assumptions underpinning this critique have also been used to 

denigrate qualitative research in comparison to quantitative research, through the assertion 

that qualitative approaches lack rigour (NOBLE & SMITH, 2015). Similar logic has been 

applied to disparage the social sciences compared with physical sciences, e.g., the notion of 

social science as a "micky mouse" degree (BROCKES, 2003). To dismiss autoethnography 

as intrinsically lazy is reductive. Invoking laziness risks reproducing two highly problematic 

tropes. The first is the right-wing populist trope of laziness variously levelled at intellectuals, 

students, academics, activists, trade unionists, migrants, disabled people, welfare recipients, 

and so on (GARTHWAITE, 2010; GILDERSLEEVE, 2017), the second being the trope of the 

neo-Calvinist culture of competition enshrined in the neoliberal academic sector, in which 

academics performatively compete over questions of whose workload is biggest, who is 

answering emails during the night, who has the least time for a social/family life. Instead of 

fighting a system which increasingly pays us less and treats us worse whilst demanding 

more, we compete over who is working the hardest. The slow scholarship movement 

explicitly rejects these trends (MOUNTZ et al, 2015), 2015) and broader issues relating to 

the neoliberalisation of academia in the UK were creatively identified and critiqued during the 

University and College Union Higher Education pension strike of 2018 (BERGFELD, 2018; 

CLARE et al, 2018). Nevertheless, it is worth applying the laziness critique in greater detail, 

through a discussion of laziness in relation to ethics. 

3.1.1 Ethics 

Autoethnography has been described as ethically problematic (DELAMONT, 2007). This is 

chiefly because, unless the author writes under a pseudonym, details about their 

autobiography will compromise the anonymity of those close to them. As WALL (2016, p.4) 

notes "there are always other characters in the story beyond the author, and it is important to 

consider how they are represented and included in the story". For example, in Nathan's 



comic autoethnography, he described being raised as vegetarian by "hippy" parents. Whilst 

his parents did not object to him writing about his upbringing and their influence, he did not 

seek formal approval through them giving informed consent, and, in this sense, his ethical 

duty of care was arguably breached. Perhaps this is a case of ethical laziness. Nathan could 

have, once he had completed his autoethnographic account, asked for every person to give 

their informed consent to be mentioned (people mentioned in Nathan's autoethnography 

include his grandmother, his PhD supervisors, his close friends). In practice, Nathan made a 

judgement call; there was nothing defamatory or so personal as to not be public knowledge. 

Nathan did obtain informed consent from each of the people he conducted life-history 

interviews with, all of whom were anonymised. The distinction between those formally 

interviewed as part of the project and those who were part of its story can be understood as 

a grey area. Ultimately, the question of other characters in the story is a fairly fundamental 

challenge that autoethnographers face.  

It is worth remembering that no project is perfect, and no research is perfectly ethical. To 

carry out ethical social research, researchers need to resist box-ticking bureaucracy and 

adherence to rigid procedures and protocols as a way of eschewing their on-going 

responsibilities. They must instead aim to become ethical thinkers, who can appropriately 

respond to the often unanticipated ethical situations and dilemmas encountered in fieldwork, 

even after formal approval has been granted (CLARK & WALKER, 2011; DOWNES, 

BREEZE & GRIFFIN, 2013). Ethical considerations should be paramount throughout a 

project's duration, from inception to publication and beyond. Ethics is therefore best 

conceptualised as a continuing process. In Naomi's research, her role as a researcher was 

not always (or even often) easily distinguishable from her role as a punk participant 

(including her roles as a band member, show promoter and friend); different aspects of her 

life, identity and personality were intertwined. Though she attempted to draw distinctions 

between when she was and was not researching, there were occasions where events or 

conversations became more meaningful later, in relation to other data she collected 

subsequently, and so became data (DOWNES et al, 2013). This poses a challenge to 

traditional notions of informed consent and requires upmost care to protect the anonymity of 

those involved. As always, the academic value of such insights must be measured against 

one's duty of care to participants. Examples of these consent grey areas highlight the 

ongoing dynamic and negotiable nature of informed consent in ethnographic research, 

especially when the researcher is an insider, as these situations have the potential to arise 

unpredictably. TAYLOR (2011) explains that insider researchers need keen intuition to 

understand what information, provided by participants, could or should be deemed "off the 

record", and this is especially true of autoethnographic research. 

Whilst duty of care to others must always be an ethical priority, a further concern, which may 

be heightened due to the nature of autoethnographic research, is risk to the well-being of the 

researcher themselves. This is something that applies more broadly, but it rarely discussed 

in methodology texts, nor do ethics boards tend to focus on it (DOWNES et al, 2013). Along 

with general safety concerns involving practical assurances that the researcher remains 

physically safe, there are also affective and emotional aspects of research. 

Autoethnographers open themselves to vulnerability by sharing personal stories. Before 

Naomi started her project, she was unprepared for the emotional turmoil that resulted from 

researching a field she was so embedded within. Feelings of anxiety and conflict came from 

the ethical issues discussed above, as well as concerns about how to represent what she 

observed, especially if it might not be how the participants would have represented it. At 



various points throughout the research process, Naomi felt conflicted about researching 

people and spaces that she knew personally, feeling a degree of guilt due to her position as 

a researcher and the potential personal benefits that she may enjoy from the research. Also, 

the complexity of her "insiderness", as discussed above, caused her, at times, to feel “at 

once connected and estranged from one's social setting” (TAYLOR, 2011, p.5), which was 

difficult to navigate. In lieu of preparedness and academic texts advising about such inner 

feelings of conflict and stress, she found discussions with academic and "subcultural" peers 

to be invaluable. Perhaps this is why so much autoethnographic work becomes 

characterised by narratives of personal anguish (DELAMONT, 2007). 

In practice, good autoethnographers should be constantly weighing up ethical questions. For 

example, during the course of Naomi's research, there were various instances of conflict 

within the community she researched. In some, Naomi knew people involved directly. When 

describing and discussing those conflicts, Naomi chose not to include autoethnographic 

reflections to preserve the anonymity of participants. If others were aware that Naomi knew 

people involved, they might be able to identify them. This is the kind of decision-making that 

goes into autoethnographic work; the author must weigh up the ethical dimensions of a 

particular reflection. In Nathan's autoethnography, a key moment came in the form of a 

public argument he had with a senior academic from his institution, who Nathan decided not 

to name for ethical reasons. It might therefore be argued that, rather than being a case of 

encouraging intellectual and/or ethical laziness, autoethnography encourages a form of 

constant self-reflection and continual ethical appraisal which can benefit a project. Those 

wishing to use autoethnography must pay particular attention to ethics and not assume that 

because a project focuses on the self, it is exempt from ethical scrutiny. 

3.1.2 Validity 

Traditional understandings of validity in social science research might challenge 

autoethnographic approaches as being lazy in terms of ensuring validity. Naomi necessarily 

engaged with issues around validity while conducting her highly reflexive analytic 

autoethnographic project. As ELLIS, ADAMS and BOCHNER (2011, p.10) discuss, "for 

autoethnographers, validity means that a work seeks verisimilitude; it evokes in readers a 

feeling that the experience described is lifelike, believable, and possible, a feeling that what 

has been represented could be true." 

The benefits of reflexivity as a methodological tool have become well recognised across 

social research in recent years, particularly in feminist scholarship. Reflexive research 

requires the researchers to place themselves within the work; it acknowledges that “all 

experiences, texts and ideas are open to multiple interpretations” (MAXEY, 1999, p.199) and 

it recognises the role of the researcher and respondent in the production of knowledge and 

development of the process (BERGER, 2015). For MAXEY (1999), reflexivity is necessary to 

understand and study real world concerns, as it does not claim authority for experience. 

When relating her own experiences, MCLAREN (2009, p.2) illustrates both the meaning and 

benefits of being reflexive. Reflexivity strengthened her analysis by “... broadening my own 

discursively formed views by exposing how my constructions and subjective experiences 

interacted with my research.” Thus, it is essential that we recognise the part we play in the 

discourses and social phenomena that we explore to strengthen findings and validity. 



Again, as with ethics, a processual approach can be beneficial in questions of validity. Social 

researchers do not study a passive world. So reflection on the research process itself is 

required throughout for greater understanding and deeper analysis. WHATMORE (2003) 

proposes rethinking the research stage, regarding research as a process that seeks to 

contribute to understanding through the creation of knowledge events, rather than being 

about knowledge discovery or uncovering pre-existing truths. This requires recognition of the 

always limited, partial and iterative nature of the research process. Both WHATMORE 

(2003) and MCLAREN (2009) support engagement with the unavoidable, like unpredictable 

factors that are beyond the researcher's control, yet have an impact on the research 

process. MCLAREN (2009, p.1) maintains that reflexivity heightened their awareness of “the 

‘outer’ social, cultural and discursive contexts of the research which strengthened the 

research findings”. 

In Naomi's research, she found herself needing to continually reflect on her influence on the 

research process. Given her embeddedness in the field, it was important for her to ensure 

that she maintained criticality throughout. Reflexivity is essential for ethical research 

(BERGER, 2015; GREGSON & ROSE, 2000; SULTANA, 2007) and can be utilised as a tool 

to increase its validity, by regularly critiquing and checking the researcher's positionality and 

influence. If we reflect on and try to critically engage with the research processes, then we 

can better assess its impact and strengthen validity. Reflection throughout acknowledges the 

influence of location, sensitivity of the topic, power relations and the social interaction 

between the ethnographer and those being researched, and strengthens the validity of the 

findings (HAMMERSLEY & ATKINSON, 1995). The use of reflexivity strengthened the 

validity of Naomi’s research in several ways, including ensuring disclosure (that participants 

understood the research project and were happy to be involved), assessing the potential 

impact of their involvement and of the findings on the participants, and trying to uncover and 

reflect on Naomi's own impact on the research process. She sought to maintain a level of 

criticality by actively stepping back from the data to allow time to approach the transcriptions 

and observation notes with greater neutrality. She chose a reflexive and somewhat open 

research question to allow the research process to be guided by the themes emerging 

through literature and fieldwork rather than setting rigid aims from the start. She continually 

endeavoured to stay reflexive about her role and the expectations and influence of others 

through regular discussions with participants, returning to participants to clarify any 

uncertainties and speaking to others within the sub-cultural context. As well as this, she 

consulted with academic peers and supervisors who were less familiar with the subject 

matter at different stages of the research process.  

The following section discusses the charge of "Narcissism", which has been levelled at 

autoethnographic research approaches. 

3.2 Narcissism 

Provocation: Millennials are the most vain, coddled and self-centred generation, 

constantly seeking external gratification, constantly over-sharing. What is 

autoethnography if not the social research equivalent of TMI? 

A key criticism that those who pursue autoethnographic work must engage with is the charge 

of narcissism. As FINE (1999: p.534) has argued, using a highly reflexive approach can turn 

“the intensive labour of field research into the armchair pleasures of ‘me-search’”. There is 



concern that using autoethnography as a data-gathering and analysis tool may lead to self-

indulgent research outputs. There are risks in trying to reconcile analytical self-reflection with 

too much focus on the researcher (BRADLEY & NASH, 2011). ATKINSON (2006) maintains 

that autoethnography privileges experience at the expense of analysis, while ANDERSON 

(2006) argues that although autoethnography claims to be research, topic of study is only 

the researcher themselves. Such critiques deny the potential of autoethnography, which 

positions the researcher within the research, and utilises personal experiences, knowledge 

and position to study a topic or situation reflexively, rather than the researcher themself 

(DENZIN, 2006).  

Various other problems can be attributed to the use of self as a data source (HOLT, 2003). 

Potential confusion over practical data produced in an autoethnographic research project is 

a key challenge. Writing up qualitative research always includes difficult decisions about 

what to include and what to leave out, and adopting an autoethnographic approach further 

complicates this tension. If everything personal is potentially relevant, how do you decide 

what makes it into the write-up? 

Acknowledging DELAMONT's (2007) observation that autoethnography tends to be about 

personal anguish, in writing his thesis Nathan decided to include data about his experiences 

with depression and anxiety. These mental health issues had been greatly exacerbated by 

the pressures of the PhD process. Mental health crisis appears to be increasingly common 

within academia, especially postgraduate students (FAZACKERLEY, 2018). Hence to 

counteract the silencing of experiences of mental illness, and to underline the connection 

between his own subjectivity, illness and the research itself, he felt it pertinent to discuss it. 

Nathan did so in a separate chapter of his autoethnographic comic, where he discussed a 

panic attack he had experienced at an academic conference, his feelings of embarrassment 

and humiliation, worries about his reputation, that other professionals would perceive him as 

mentally unequipped for an academic career and that it would impair his future employment 

prospects. He also discussed his subsequent decision to start taking medication to ease his 

symptoms. This afforded him an opportunity to discuss the pressures of research and be 

transparent about how mental illness had affected the project. Nevertheless Nathan left out 

other personal problems, such as physical health issues, and aspects of his personal life and 

relationships even though each had potentially impacted on the research. This mirrors 

potential challenges in deciding which aspect of participants' narratives were worth including 

and which were cut. 

Thus a concern in analysis, when researching communities and relationships we have a 

personal stake in, is the dilemma of making decisions about what to include. DELYSER 

(2001) warns that researchers, with a prior level of familiarity with participants or the area of 

study, can become flooded by data due to the amount of their experiential and descriptive 

knowledge. Data collection is complex and embedded when one is researching in familiar 

territory. Having an overwhelming amount of data to work through can make analysis 

difficult, particularly initially. In an autoethnographic project, these problems are arguably 

more significant. Every thought, feeling, and experience within and outside of the research 

field is potentially relevant, so the researcher must decide what is significant, what is 

relevant and what to prioritise for discussion. This is further complicated by what the 

researcher finds is important to participants, competing with what may be significant or of 

interest to an academic audience and to those who fit both those criteria. The wealth of data 

gathered in familiar settings, which are not well researched, is reflected in analysis and write-



up, through the need for detailed context setting. There are no simple solutions, and 

ultimately decisions over inclusion and exclusion of data and the subsequent justifications 

are the researcher's responsibility. These will differ, based on the nature of the project. 

In summary, this section has outlined some challenges associated with the use of 

autoethnography, in particular, the charges of laziness and narcissism, as they relate to 

criticism of millennials, and ways in which the challenges associated with autoethnography 

can be mediated. As academics, our subsequent work has been informed by our 

experiences conducting autoethnographic research. For example, through the 

autobiographical reflections included in Nathan's book, which was otherwise based on 

empirical data from others (STEPHENS GRIFFIN, 2017). It is perhaps also interesting to 

consider that, as criticisms, laziness and narcissism seem intuitively compatible. For 

example, excessive self-interest can logically engender a degree of laziness around social 

relationships. Similarly, laziness in social relationships can logically provide a path to 

isolation and solipsism potentially feeding narcissism. Furthermore, it might be suggested 

that laziness, and narcissism are characteristics that people find it easy to identify in others, 

but less so in themselves. 

Acknowledging GALE's (2018) focus on what writing does as opposed to what it means, we 

are interested to see where this article, as a synthesis of our autoethnographic case studies, 

will take us, and any subsequent conversations it opens up around the conceptual link 

between autoethnography and wider socio-economic contexts. 

4. Conclusions: A Millennial Methodology? 

It is notable that the key criticisms of autoethnography, such as laziness and narcissism, 

parallel key criticisms of millennials in popular discourse. Academic interest in the millennial 

generation has highlighted labour market precarity as a distinctive problem facing millennials 

(MILKMAN, 2017) as well as providing evidence of declining concern for others among 

millennials compared to earlier generations (TWENGE, CAMPBELL & FREEMAN, 2012). In 

popular discourse, the millennial generation has been variously criticised as narcissistic, 

lazy, over-confident, self-obsessed, entitled and miserable (CLEARY, 2017; TWENGE, 

2014). Arguably, in contrast to the preceding generation, millennial experience is 

characterised by existential uncertainty, financial insecurity, employment precarity and 

overarching feelings of instability (BROWN, 2017; ROBERTS, 2018). Millennials work for 

less money, on increasingly unstable contracts, with fewer workplace rights, and with less 

chance of securing what were previously achievable aspirations, such as homeownership 

(BROWN, 2017; ROBERTS, 2018). Furthermore, they have become a go-to discursive 

scapegoat for all kinds of issues, from killing the institution of marriage (STEVERMAN, 2017) 

to killing off the sport of golf (SCHLOSSBERG, 2016). Millennials are so frequently maligned 

that Business News "Market Watch" recently hosted an article compiling 17 things that 

"Millennials have been accused of killing" (PAUL, 2017). While we draw this rhetorical 

comparison, in a somewhat "tongue-in-cheek" manner, it might be argued that a method 

rooted in acknowledging subjectivity, epistemological uncertainty and preoccupied with the 

self, has particular appeal and value in the present day. 

In an era of social media, it is commonplace for people to broadcast their often mundane, 

day-to-day biographies via the internet, be it selfies, pictures of food, videos of pets or 

venting everyday frustrations. As participants, we observe mediated lives and project 



representations of our own lived experience into online social worlds. This continues the 

process by which we increasingly engage in viewing the constructed, possibly fictionalised, 

representations of other real lives through the internet and even reality television 

programmes. Autoethnography can perhaps be understood in this context, as an academic 

iteration of the necessity for critical reflection on the self, a form of scholarly selfie 

(CAMPBELL, 2017). Scholars can subject themselves to reflexive consideration and can do 

so with rigour and validity. It might, therefore, be useful to understand autoethnography as a 

quintessentially millennial methodology, preoccupied as it tends to be with the self, identity, 

and underpinned by existential uncertainty, perhaps even a sense of ontological precarity. 

Rather than damaging social sciences with navel-gazing, autoethnography can allow greater 

honesty and validity and, in some cases, a more robust and rigorous approach to self-

reflection. Autoethnography has its place in a qualitative social science paradigm, and offers 

real benefits, especially in terms of creativity, imagination and creating better worlds and 

ways of living (BOCHNER, 2000) 

WALL (2016: p.6) argues that if the authors of autoethnographic work "wish to use them to 

make linkages between the micro and the macro, which is the stated purpose of 

autoethnography, there is a need for thick description, analysis, and theorizing". To 

conclude, we support and echo WALL'S (2016) call for a moderate autoethnography, in 

which the rigour of analytic tradition can be coupled with the creativity of the evocative 

tradition, to produce an autoethnographic approach that exemplifies the best of both worlds. 

Building on WALL's conclusions, some key ways in which this can be ensured are 

summarised as follows: 

4.1 Autoethnography must be ethical  

Ethical considerations must be paramount in autoethnographic research, and like 

autoethnography itself, ethics can be best understood in processual terms. Careful 

consideration must be given to the other characters in the story being told and questions 

over what to leave out are as important as what to include. Alongside being ethical in terms 

of the research process, we would argue that autoethnography must also endeavour 

towards a common good. We agree when DELAMONT (2009) argues that sociology should 

focus on the less powerful not the more powerful and that many sociological research 

projects, including autoethnographic ones, risk looking in the wrong direction and benefitting 

the wrong people. Those considering conducting any kind of research, including 

autoethnographic research, should ask themselves qui bono? Who benefits from this 

research? Whose voices are heard and whose are not? 

However, it is wrong to assert that autoethnography is uniquely the endeavour of the 

privileged. DELAMONT'S (2007, p.5) claim that "sociologists are a privileged group... We are 

not paid generous salaries to sit in our offices obsessing about ourselves" may be true 

sometimes. But Delamont's assertion is also instructive insofar as it carries assumptions 

about the lifestyle of those in academia. Since 2007, when this statement was made, it is fair 

to say that the character of society and academia has changed, and there has been a 

growing acknowledgement of intersectional dynamics of privilege in and beyond academia 

(CRENSHAW, 1989). Eight years into the harmful political project of austerity (COOPER & 

WHYTE, 2017), many find themselves struggling to get by, even in the academy's hallowed 

halls. There are many people working within academia or, perhaps even more importantly, 

seeking regular work, who do not fit a picture of privilege and whose reflexive accounts of 



the social world can greatly benefit our understanding of society. The presupposition of a 

high salary appears a little reductive with today's growing acknowledgement of exploitation 

casualisation and precarity within the neoliberal academy. Furthermore, it is also possible to 

simultaneously inhabit a position of privilege in some regards, whilst not in others. The point 

being that autoethnographic accounts of the self can allow us to understand the social, and 

these can and should give voice to the experience of the marginalised. 

4.2 Autoethnography must be analytical  

Autoethnography can be understood as the process of inter-relating fieldwork findings with 

the analysis of personal experiences, in a “combination of analysis and self-observation” 

(ATTFIELD, 2011, p.3). The approach recognises the researcher's limits and the embodied 

and experiential nature of the data gathering elements of research, rather than seeking and 

claiming objectivity and detachment. It might be reasonably assumed that the more creative 

and imaginative an autoethnography becomes, the greater the sacrifice regarding analysis. 

Indeed, in Nathan's autoethnographic comic, far more space was devoted to reflexively 

documenting the researcher's experience and the research process, than to detailed 

analysis of the topic of study. This visual autoethnography was part of a more conventional 

multi-method study (involving semi-structured interviews and autoethnographic 

observations), allowing Nathan space to expand elsewhere; but the lack of detailed 

academic examination of the topic within the comic limits its value as a stand-alone piece of 

academic work. There must be space within any autoethnography for in-depth systematic 

scrutiny of the topic, even if it is largely focussed on the self. This might, therefore, require 

that firm distinctions are made between, for example, an experiential account, and detailed 

analysis of this experience. How researchers reconcile this in practice, given the diversity of 

work is open to debate, but analysis allows autoethnographic work to flourish. Considering 

BOCHNER's (2017, p.365) vision of qualitative inquiry as an artful science which is 

concerned more with originality than rigour, the need to balance creativity with rigorous 

analysis is brought into question. The notion of scientific rigour is itself a social and cultural 

construct laden with problematic assumptions around objectivity and science. Indeed, 

"excessive focus on rigor impedes and distracts from talking about other, more important, 

problems such as the ethical commitments, moral importance, and artfulness of qualitative 

inquiry" (BOCHNER, 2017, p.359). While BOCHNER's (2017) stance on rigour is 

compelling, an approach which does away with concern for rigour altogether may not suit all 

autoethnographers. In the projects of Nathan and Naomi there was a need to evidence 

rigour in the methods applied, done so through a reflective process of self-checking and 

drawing from other methods, such as qualitative interviews and ethnographic observations to 

support findings. The solution for autoethnographers may, therefore, lie not in a prescriptive, 

criteriological conception of rigour, but in an honesty and openness in relation to the creative 

reflections of the researcher, and to how those creative reflections have been produced and 

represented.  

4.3 Autoethnography must be theorised  

As WALL (2016) discusses, poetry and storytelling are valuable established mediums, which 

have existed through human history and have done what evocative autoethnography seeks 

to help us understand society and individual experience in a situated social context. 

However, these mediums have done so without an underpinning social scientific conceptual 

framework. Social scientists are, of course, free to create art and poetry, to write 



autobiographical stories informed by their academic research and expertise. If there is no 

theory and no analysis in the text itself, it is difficult to differentiate conventional forms of 

poetry and creative writing from autoethnographic work beyond examining an author's 

disciplinary background. Carolyn ELLIS (2004: p.42) famously stated, in defence of her own 

approach to evocative autoethnography, that “I decided that it didn't matter whether my work 

was viewed as social science, or even sociology, and that I was as interested in the creative, 

artistic possibilities of what I was doing as I was in the scientific ones”. SPARKES (2007: 

p.521) similarly argues that autoethnography can set aside “conventional social scientific 

preoccupations in favour of factors like personal meaning, empathetic connection and 

identification to tell stories about ‘embodied struggles’”. These arguments might suggest that 

theory is not important in autoethnographic work, but the opposite is true. Social and 

methodological theory has been crucial to the production of each of these author's work. 

Sociological theory is precisely what differentiates evocative autoethnographic work from 

traditional storytelling and creative writing, but a problem arises where theory is implicit. In 

terms of methodological theory, any well-constructed piece of research rests on the 

framework of a strong consistent and coherent theoretical framework. Furthermore, the 

outcomes and findings of a good piece of research will build upon and be linked back to 

social theory or, at the very least, will have implications for social theory. We all stand on the 

shoulders of those who came before us, and autoethnography is stronger when it is well 

theorised. 

We hope that in this article we have effectively illustrated some of the challenges faced when 

adopting autoethnographic approaches, especially in relation to broader questions about the 

approach's value. In offering these case studies, our intention has been to contribute to the 

debate constructively by providing empirical support for WALL's (2016) argument. In posing 

what might seem like a flippant question, can autoethnography be understood as a millennial 

methodology? we hope we have opened up a potential discussion around what it means to 

produce highly reflexive qualitative research, in what feels like an increasingly fractured and 

uncertain social world. 
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